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Accessibility
A system of hardware or 
software that makes 
documents usable for those 
with disabilities such as 
restricted mobility, deafness, 
blindness.

● Imagine a blind person aiming to understand a 
document on the computer, the computer software 
needs to be able to accurately read the text to them.

● What about images, graphs, graphics, tables or 
maps? That’s where we come in, our goal is to 
caption things that are not already readable text, 
creating alternative text for the computer to read.

● We also create a reading order for each document, 
so that the computer reads everything in the correct 
order.  



What You Will Do
1. Open Acrobat and change Title, Show, and Language.

2. Work in Acrobat to edit the Reading Order of the PDF 
document. 

3. Work in Word to write up and organize the Alternative Text for 
the PDF document.

4. Work in Acrobat to add the Alternative Text to each Figure in 
the PDF document.

 

5. Check your work and make sure to keep the Progress Report 
updated at all times!



Navigation 

Computer →  share$ (\\192.168.1.152) → Public → 
cedpshare →  H - Share → Accessibility → 

There are 3 folders within Accessibility:

In Progress: All Folders of PDFs that are 
currently being made accessible, by you! 

- They are split up by the different organizations,
CCED, Domicology and REI. Within each organization
PDFs are organized into folder by type of document. 
- You will also find the Progress Report here

Training and Resources: Where you will find this 
Powerpoint and other Resources.

Archive: All folders of PDFs that have already 
been made accessible and are currently live on the 
site. (Do not add files to this folder unless directly 
instructed to)



Progress Report

●

●

●

●

Once you choose a PDF to work on the first thing you need 
to do is add your name and the status (‘In Progress’) to the 
Progress Report.
This is important because if multiple people are working, 
we don’t want them to accidentally work on the same PDF 
and do the same work twice!
Within the progress report we have a sheet for each 
Organization, (CCED, REI, Domicology)
All of the PDFs should be under ‘File Name’ in the sheet 
already, if a PDF or folder of PDFs are not on the 
spreadsheet, add them! 

●



1.

Open Acrobat and change Title, 
Show, and Language.

Before you do anything else, change the title and 
properties of the PDF within Acrobat:

1) Go file → Properties → Description: change 
Title: to title found on PDF’s title page (author 
names optional)

2) Go File → Properties → Initial View: change 
Show: to ‘Document Title’

3) Go File → Properties → Advanced: Change 
Language: to ‘English’ 

 



Navigating Acrobat
Once you open up the PDF in acrobat, we must 
navigate to the accessibility software. 

On the right side of the page you will see a toolbar, 
from here click ‘Accessibility’ (may have to look at 
‘more tools’)

Now next to the toolbar click the option for ‘Reading 
Order,’ and the reading order panel will pop up.

From here choose ‘Show Order Panel,’ this will bring 
up the page numbers and page structure on the left. 

Now you’re ready to start working!



2. 
Work in Acrobat to edit the Reading 
Order of the PDF document. The Name of the Document is     

Text / Paragraph

The first heading is Heading 1
Any paragraph or text that is under headings is Text / Paragraph

This is a sub-heading of heading 1, so it is Heading 
Any readable words that are not headings are always Text / Paragraph

This is a sub-heading of heading 2, so it is Heading 3                          
Remember, the same levels of headings continue throughout the whole 
document, Text / Paragraph

This heading is not a sub-heading, so w
are back to Heading 1
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● We organize the text in the 
document with Reading Order 
by selecting and categorising 
each piece of the document. 

● We tag ‘Headings’ which 
continue through the whole 
document, do not restart on 
each page.  

● The title of the document as 
well as any other text that is 
not structuring anything,  is 
tagged as ‘Text / Paragraph.’

● Images, graphs, graphics are 
tagged as a ‘Figure’ 

● Tables can sometimes be read
as a ‘Table,’ other times  we 
must make it a ‘Figure.’

● To UN-SELECT parts of the 
page when working with oddly 
shaped items press Ctrl and 
select an area.

 



Example

Rain (Text / Paragraph)

                           

                            
ight. (Text 

                    

                           

Rain Storms (Heading 1) 

   Thunder (Heading 2)                                                 
Thunder is the sound of lightning. (Text / Paragraph)

Sound of thunder (Heading 3)                                       
It comes after the lighting because sound travels slower than l
/ Paragraph)

   Lightning (Heading 2)                                                   
Lightning is a natural electrical discharge. (Text / Paragraph)

Light Rain (Heading 1)

   Showers  (Heading 2)                                                               
(Figure)When rain is not heavy (Text / Paragraph) 

Why are they light? (Heading 4)                                        
Less water in the clouds (Text / Paragraph) 

Rainbows (Heading 3)                                                    
Happen when light interacts with the water(Text / Paragraph) 

      

                                

                         



Figures
We must write Alternative Text for 
Figures because the computer can not 
read them.

● This is anything that can not be understood as text 
by the computer.

● This includes graphs, images, logos, clip art, maps 
graphics and sometimes tables.

● If the image or art is only aesthetic, we do not need 
to write alternative text. It is only aesthetic if it 
does not contribute  to understanding of the PDF. 
(The light bulb next to the quote on this page is 
indicating an important idea, so we do need to 
write alt text.)

● Tables can sometimes be read as text, other times 
they are understood as images so we must 
categorize them as a figure. 



Reading order
● Once you have gone through and added a category 

to every item on a page, you will be able to see a list 
of items on each page in the order panel. 

● We need to make sure that this list is in order of ho
you would read it on the page, we do this as we go 
on every page.

● To move the items around simply drag them, but 
make sure to ONLY DRAG DOWN, acrobat can crash
if you drag up. 

● The numbers start from 1 on every page, in writing 
Alternative Text you will need to refer to these 
numbers.

w 

 

Reading order panel, to left of PDF in Acrobat



Saving Reading Order 
in Acrobat

● Save PDF documents as a new copy each session 
that you work on them, numbering them as you go. 
(Acrobat likes to crash).

● Also be sure to quick save regularly as you work
● Change the name to whatever is on the actual title 

page of the PDF document. 

Example: DocumentTitle.YourName.#

● When it is complete, replace the number with 
‘Complete.”

Example: DocumentTitle.YourName.Complete

● Make sure you are saving in that PDF’s specific folder.

● Each time you work make sure to update the 
Progress Report, entering your name and the 
progress status for the specific PDF document. 

This is what your saving for each 
documents folder should look like



3.
Work in Word to write up and 
organize the Alternative Text 
for the PDF document.

● Alternative Text is the captions that we create 
for every figure in the PDF document.

● Alternative Text is meant to be as simple and 
straight forwards as possible

● We must create Alternative Text for every item 
in the PDF which is not able to be read by the 
computer, and which we have categorized as  a 
figure. 



Alternative Text 
Tips

● Alternative text is meant to convey the 
important aspects of an image to a user, and it 
always depends on context (the same 
photograph can have totally different alternative 
text if used in different places for different 
purposes). 

● Alternative text should always start with the 
most important information, and work down to 
smaller details.



Images Correct:

Person riding a bike in the mountains in front of a 
rainbow.

Incorrect:

A picture of a person wearing overalls, a yellow shirt 
and a bike helmet riding dangerously close to the edge 
of a mountain. In the background there is a rainbow 
and clouds, you can faintly see another mountain and 
rainbow too. 



Logos
Correct:

Mcdonald’s “I’m lovin’ it”.

Incorrect:

The Mcdonald’s M Logo in yellow on a red background 
with the words I’m lovin’ it in white underneath the M.

Correct: 

Spartan NewsRoom, Powered by the Michigan State 
University School of Journalism.

Incorrect: 

Logo for Spartan NewsRoom, the word news is bolded 
and underneath it says powered by the Michigan State 
University School of Journalism. There is a spartan 
head between the words the and Michigan. 



Graphs Correct:

Graph showing Top 5 Most Populated Countries, most 
populated countries in millions. For China, the 
population is about 1400 million. For India, the 
population is about 1250 million. For USA the 
population is about 350 million. For Indonesia the 
population is about 200 million. For Brazil the 
population is about 170 million. 

Incorrect:

China is in red and has the most, india is in green and 
has the second most, USA is in blue and has the third 
most, then is indo then is Brazil. 

(Do not mention colors unless it is pertinent to 
understanding the graph)



Tables For tables, always make sure to check if the computer 
can process it on its own first. Do this by selecting the 
whole thing and seeing if it grabs each word in the 
table, or just the outline. If it is just the outline the 
computer can’t read it, so you must caption it:

Correct:

Season totals for red blue and green team. The red 
team won 5 times, lost 5 times and tied 0 times. The 
blue team won 4 times, lost 5 times and tied 1 time. 
The Green team won 6 times, lost 3 times and tied 1 
time. 

Incorrect:

A table that is showing the season totals for the red 
blue and green team.

Season Totals

# of Wins # of 
Losses

# of Ties 

Red Team 5 5 0

Blue Team 4 5 1

Green 
Team

6 3 1



Maps Correct:

Map showing the Accelerator programs by MSA 
(2015) in the United States of America. Most of the 
accelerator programs are in the northern east side of 
the country, there are a few on the west coast and a 
few in Texas and other southern states. The source is 
Pitchbook data, primary research, author's 
calculations from metropolitan policy program at 
brookings.

Incorrect: 

A map of the USA showing accelerator programs by 
MSA 2015.



More Tips ● Do not say  “A” or “this.” No need to say Logo.     
                  

Example: 
“A Logo for Michigan State University”
vs. “Michigan State University”

“Thi
s map is showing Lansing....” vs. “Map 
of Lansing…”

“A bar 
Graph that is showing…” vs. “Graph 
showing…” 

“An image of people running…”   
vs. “People running...”             

● If there is any text on the figure that is relevant 
to understanding, you must include it in the 
alternative text.



Organizing in Word Before each piece of Alternative text write:

Page #, Reading Order #: Alternative text

Example:

Page 7, #4: Alternative text

Page 7, #5: Alternative text

Page 8, #1: Alternative text

IMPORTANT: Use page numbers from Acrobats 
sidebar (reading order panel), NOT the physical 
numbers on the page.



Saving Alternate Text 
Word  Documents 

● You do not have to save a new copy every time 
you work on it.

● Make sure it is saved in the same folder as the 
PDF it corresponds to.

● When it is complete add “.Complete” to the end. 
● Save your word document as:

DocumentTitle.YourName.AltTextThis is what your saving for each documents folder 
should look like



4.
Work in Acrobat to add the 
Alternative Text to each Figure 
in the PDF document. 

To add the Alternative text to the document you will 
copy and paste, while checking your work, from word 
into Acrobat.

Click on ‘Accessibility’ in the toolbar, then you will 
click ‘Set Alternative Text’.

A ‘Set Alternative Text’ window will pop up.

Simply locate the correct alternative text for a figure 
from your word document and paste it in. 

Make sure to check your work!



5.

You’re Almost Done!

● Go through and check the  entire 
document                                        ( 
click on the first item on the first 
page in the order panel on the 
left, then use the down arrow key 
to go through each item and 
make sure it’s in correct order 
and your alt text is all in. ) 

● Save the final version in the correct folder / format 
with “complete” at the end.

● Update the progress report to indicate that you have 
completed making the PDF accessible and it is 
ready to be put on the website. 



Troubleshooting Unfortunately Acrobat has A LOT of glitches….. 

● Figures or Text will sometimes go blank after 
you categorize them.   
FIX: Move the item down to the last item on the list in 
the order panel. (to get it back to the correct order, move 
the other items down, never move items up!)

        
● Figures or text will go blank without being 

categorized.    
FIX: Select the area that the text / figure was in, it should 
still select the item in blue. Categorize it, then move the 
item down to the last item on the list in the order panel.         

● If this doesn’t work then you will have to restart 
from the last saved version. 

● If the problem persists report it to Maddy or 
Ashita.

                                                                              




